OUR KEY SUPPORTERS

Some of the UK’s leading businesses, trusts and foundations make a huge difference to Young Enterprise’s work and to the lives of young people.

Our ever growing list of strategic partners support us through:

• Providing direct financial support
• Volunteering as individuals, in teams, or joining our advisory or Trustee boards
• Supporting Young Enterprise Programmes, or providing prizes and awards
• Offering us in kind and pro bono support

www.young-enterprise.org.uk
We are especially grateful to these supporters who lead the way in empowering young people to learn, to work and to live:

**OUR KEY SUPPORTERS**

**KEY SUPPORTERS:**

- ALMACANTAR
- ARCONIC
- ARROW GLOBAL
- BAILY THOMAS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
- BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON
- BECHTEL GROUP FOUNDATION
- BEDFORDSHIRE & LUTON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
- BISHOP FLEMING
- BNY MELLON
- BCP COUNCIL
- BOURNEMOUTH UNIVERSITY
- BRANFORD TRUST
- BRUNO AND MARTA ROCHA
- BUILDING SOCIETIES TRUST
- CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF SECURITIES & INVESTMENT
- CHESHIRE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
- CHRIS SLATER
- COMMERCIAL EDUCATION TRUST
- EQUIFAX
- EUNETWORKS
- EUROCLEAR
- EXPERIAN
- EY
- THE FEDERATED FOUNDATION
- FEDEX EXPRESS
- FLYING FUTURES
- FRANKLIN TEMPLETON
- GAN FOUNDATION
- GOLDMAN SACHS
- HANSA CAPITAL
- HERTFORDSHIRE COUNCIL
- HITACHI CAPITAL
- HODGE FOUNDATION
- HONDA MOTORS
- ICANN
- IHG
- JAGUAR LAND ROVER
- JOHN LAING CHARITABLE TRUST
- JOHNSON & JOHNSON
- J.P. MORGAN
- KEITH BRESLAUER, PATRON CAPITAL
- LEARNING TREE INTERNATIONAL
- THE LESTER FOUNDATION
- LIZ AND TERRY BRAMALL FOUNDATION
- LYRECO
- THE MERCHANT ADVENTURERS
- MARKETING TRUST
- METLIFE
- MINTEL
- MONEYSAVINGEXPERT.COM
- NEXEN PETROLEUM
- NOTTINGHAM BUILDING SOCIETY
- NUTMEG
- OLDHAM ENTERPRISE TRUST
- PEOPLE’S POSTCODE TRUST
- PETER DAVIES
- THE ROWLANDS TRUST
- THE RU GROUP
- SALOMON OPPENHEIMER FOUNDATION
- SCHRODER FOUNDATION
- ST JAMES’S PLACE
- TDS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
- TRILLIUM TRUST
- UBS
- THE WELSH GOVERNMENT
- WILLIAM BERRY, STANCROFT CAPITAL
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